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Regular price $10.49
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Rohto® Digi Eye® digital eye strain eye drops provides instant cooling relief from the symptoms of digital eye strain.

Description
Digital Eye Strain
Ingredients
Directions

Active ingredients: Hypromellose (0.35%), Tetrahydozoline HCl (0.05%)
 Inactive ingredients: Benzalkonium chloride, boric acid, chlorobutanol, cyanocobalamin, edetate disodium, menthol, polysorbate 80, potassium aspartate, purified water, pyridoxine hydrochloride, sodium

borate

Product reviews

Based on 6 reviews Write a review
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Amazing results

Debra Sams on Mar 30, 2022

I work on the computer 8 plus hours a day. I first tried Digi Eye for dry eyes and it work very good. Now I use it daily to reduce the strain on my eyes and am truly thankful I found this medication. I had several
other bottles of the competitor's drops and threw them all away. Thanks Digi Eye for my amazing results!

Report as Inappropriate

Definitely the best

Ben barrett on Dec 30, 2021

I spend copious amounts of time using my phone and gaming  Digi eyes have made my life so much easier  I normally get headaches from the strain on my eyes but since I ve started using these I m finally able
to enjoy all things digital

Report as Inappropriate

A++

Nate D on Sep 19, 2021

As a 10+ year rohto veteran, I'm always excited to try new variants of my favorite eye drops! And man these did not disappoint. I love that they still act as normal rohtos and have superb redness relief abilities.
The B12 is a nice touch of class, and I feel that s what s really helping with the strain caused from the screens  I would recommend these to absolutely everyone who spends multiple hours more than necessary
staring into the internet void!

Report as Inappropriate

So far, so good

Harper on Jul 24, 2021

I have issues with my eyes burning, idk if. It's caused by dryness but... These have been the only drops that make my eyes feel hydrated at the end of the day. Most drops make my eyes feel drier and drier the
more I use them, but these do not, it has helped with headaches from eye strain as well.

Report as Inappropriate

Love it

Sandra Acosta on Jun 15, 2021

I like this one. Feel fresh

Report as Inappropriate
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